
A fully digital gallery of your aircraft
Mainblades Flight App

Mainblades removes the current paper-

based inspection process. Our

automated, digital reports provide

precise location of all damages as well

as high-definition photos of the entire

aircraft surface. Additionally, the app

gives easy access to all inspections

conducted in the past.



Whether you deliver or return a leased aircraft,

its physical condition is the most pressing issue

during this process. The aircraft must undergo

a thorough inspection to ensure the damages

have been assessed or repaired and not left

unspecified. 

Although aircraft are now modern and longer-

lasting, the visual inspection process is still

outdated and time-consuming. As well as

being challenging, the inspection process can

take hours to complete with pressure in the

process especially when there is a new lessee

already contracted to pick up the aircraft.

Instead of focusing on the aircraft, the

inspector focuses on paper (taking pictures

and making notes). When the found damages

are not reflected in the repair reporting it will

raise questions if a proper repair is done and

if it is well documented. It may result in

repetitive full physical inspection checks.

To inspect the aircraft for damages, special

highlifters or hangar environment are needed.

Especially on the smaller airport this is

challenging.

Often these airports are without proper

equipment or the equipment is not nearby the

aircraft.

The job itself is time consuming. If the record

on physical condition is incomplete, the

aircraft is grounded. Aviation authorities may

not authorize the use of the aircraft under the

new lessee’s AOC (Air Operator Certificate). 

The problem we solve
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Aircraft visual inspection is still a manual

process with limited tracking of past

damage reports. This challenge is solved

through the inspection archive. This

archive grants immediate access to the

damage and repair history of the entire

fleet. Remote access to inspection

reports is guaranteed through our

webportal. It allows secured and

efficient sharing of all reports and

pictures within your team of experts. 

Step 1: Select inspection from archive

Fully automated

Remote access

Simplified
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PH-MBL PH-MBI PH-NLS

PH-ABC

PH-DEF



Step 2: Access inspection gallery

By exploiting the recent advancements in AI and ML, today the

drone is able to fly indoors and outdoors, inspect every aircraft

type and detect damages of about 2mm size. For this, up to 400

high-definition photos above the waterline are being taken.

Damages to the aircraft surface that can occur during operations,

such as dents buckles, lightning strikes and bird strikes.
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Step 3: Review aircraft damages 

Our machine learning model, which can be toggled off anytime,

provides automated analysis of damages (boxing with

dimensions). Our algorithm allows image visualisation, zoom

in/out and provides the exact location of the picture relative to

aircraft structural elements. 
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Step 4: Add and adjust damages  

The engineer gets the chance to

make a final damage assessment.

He can either accept or reject these

predictions, change boxing or add

new damages. The added damages

also can be classified according to

the structural repair manual (SRM)

and have precise dimensions and

localisation.
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Step 5: Compare results with dent-and-           

                buckle report 

Damages are accurately positioned according to frames, stringers

and stations. An overview table shows all damages listed with

their location, dimension and SRM classification. This enables the

engineer and others to compare the status of the aircraft with the

existing documentation. 
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1: Photographs
aircraft

2: Recognizes
damages

3: Reports 

results

Up to 400 HD photos 
Photos above the waterline
Maximum & traceable coverage

Bounding box for damages
Classification as per SRM
Damage size & exact location

Manual addition of damages
Taking notes
Sharing of results
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Summary: A fully automated process


